April 2022 Market Commentary: Global Financial Assets Weaken Amid
Renewed COVID Lockdowns Across China

Data Source: Bloomberg

April 2022 Highlights:
•

After having rallied at the end of March, global stocks weakened in April and have reached ‘correction’
territory YTD 2022. Renewed COVID lockdowns across key Chinese port cities, notably Shanghai,
and heightened prospects of central bank tightening drove much of the sell-off despite a decent
1Q2022 earnings reporting season by U.S. companies. In April, the MSCI All-Country World Index
(ACWI) dropped 8.0% as global equity investors found few safe havens to shield them from the market
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downdraft.
•

Across major regions, MSCI Asia ex-Japan and Emerging Markets outperformed the other major
regions in April, both returning -5.3% and -5.6%, respectively, followed by MSCI Europe (-5.8%), the
U.S. (S&P 500 -8.7%), and MSCI Japan (down -8.8%). Japan underperformed due to a combination of
slower export prospects (particularly across key Asian markets such as China) and a sharp sell-off in
the Japanese yen as the Bank of Japan reaffirmed its commitment to quantitative easing despite
inflationary pressures.

•

Within the U.S., U.S. smalls caps outperformed large caps, while value stocks (primarily driven by
energy and materials) outperformed growth stocks, as the latter suffered from earnings
disappointments from key tech bellwethers. The S&P 600 Index dropped 7.8% versus the -8.7% for the
S&P 500. S&P Pure Value outperformed Pure Growth, returning -4.6% versus -13.5%, respectively.

•

April saw a flight to defensive sectors over cyclicals although only Consumer Staples ended up positive
for the month across major sectors. The U.S. equity market was led by a combination of commodity
cyclicals (Energy and Materials) and defensive sectors (Consumer Staples, Real Estate, Utilities,
Healthcare) while Financials and Growth Sectors (Technology, Consumer Discretionary, Comm
Services) lagged.

•

Among risk factors, High Dividend, Value, and Minimum Volatility Factors outperformed all other risk
factors while High Quality and Momentum lagged, as the latter two factors largely captured this month’s
underperformance of growth stocks.

•

Investment grade fixed income suffered from a rise in interest rates and wider spreads (higher
borrowing costs relative to government debt) for both corporate debt and mortgage-backed securities
(MBS). At one point during the month, the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield reached 3% before pulling
back, having settled at 2.94% at the end of April. The Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index
dropped 3.8% for the month. Non-U.S. bonds performed worst due to U.S. dollar strength as the
Global Aggregate ex US Index returned -6.8%.

•

U.S. high yield marginally outperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads
widened (the lower interest rate sensitivity helped offset the rise in credit costs). The Bloomberg /
Barclays US High Yield Index returned -3.6%, slightly outperforming investment grade fixed income,
while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local Currency dropped 6.3% as investors pared
back emerging market debt exposure in the face of a strengthening U.S. dollar and the ongoing
Russia/Ukraine conflict.

•

Within equity alternatives, S&P GSCI Commodities Index returned 5.1% as oil prices remain elevated
near $100/barrel even though April saw a pullback in industrial metal prices. It is notable that
commodities performed well in April despite the COVID lockdowns across China, which led to a
slowdown in commercial activity and in global shipping delays. The S&P GSCI Precious Metals
dropped 2.7% as gold prices pulled back in the face of central bank tightening. The Dow Jones REITs
Index returned -3.7%, outperforming the broader U.S. equity market.

•

Equity market sentiment will likely face a tug-of-war between the deteriorating macro backdrop
(inflation, Russia/Ukraine, China COVID lockdowns) and U.S. earnings prospects as sellside analysts
continue to raise their forecasts for earnings growth throughout 2022.
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April 2022 Market Commentary: Global Financial Assets Weaken Amid
Renewed COVID Lockdowns Across China

Source: USA Today 4/26/2022

“Shanghai is the ninth place in China to be locked down citywide since February 2020. It’s one of a few
regions that have become COVID-19 hot spots since March 2022. As of April 19, more than half the cities
in China were under some sort of lockdown (emphasis 3D/L).” – USA Today Twitter Feed 4/26/2022
The world, especially Asia proper, can’t seem to shake off COVID despite Zero COVID policies that appear
to be ineffective in the absence of mRNA vaccinations. And China, responsible for $22 trillion in global
trade, appears to serve as Ground Zero for an economic slowdown that is reverberating across global
supply chains, which are still struggling to recover from the initial 2020 lockdowns.
Over the weekend, China purchasing manager index surveys (PMIs) reported contractions across factories
and service sectors for two months in a row and to the lowest levels since 2020, as China risks entering
into a recession (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – China’s Latest Surveys on Manufacturing and Services Point Towards
Contraction and Possible Recession

According to the Wall Street Journal, “Cement production in mid-April was less than 40% of full capacity.
Shipments of smartphones dropped 18% from a year earlier in the first quarter. Excavator sales within
China were down 61% in April compared with the previous year.” The Russia/Ukraine conflict has raised
raw material input costs (energy, agriculture) while key economic sectors (technology, real estate) remain
weak due to regulatory crackdowns and lower global demand. China’s weakness helped contribute to the
negative 1.4% 1Q U.S. GDP print as a decline in net exports (primarily to China) contributed to U.S.
economic weakness (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – China’s Latest Surveys on Manufacturing and Services Point Towards
Contraction and Possible Recession
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The ‘hope’ is that China-induced weakness will prove to be temporary once China makes eventual
progress on COVID infection rates (some promising signs in Shanghai although infections are rising
outside the quarantined areas). And a slowdown in China’s industrial activity could alleviate inflationary
pressures, particularly in commodities, which could take some pressure off global central bank tightening of
monetary policies that have also contributed to the global economic slowdown.
Yet, one would have expected China’s industrial slowdown to wind its way through lower commodity and
import prices, and to some extent, the intramonth pullback in commodity prices reflect diminished demand
as China remains the key marginal price setter for commodity consumption. However, China
manufacturing plays a pivotal role in global supply chains where the COVID lockdowns are causing further
shipping delays and deliveries (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – China’s COVID Outbreak is the Supply Chain’s Problem

According to Bloomberg, “…suppliers face the longest delays in more than two years in delivery raw
materials to their manufacturing customers. Inventories of finished goods climbed to the highest level in
more than a decade…” So, China-induced supply chain bottlenecks may not lead to a relief in inflationary
pressures as one would have expected based on prior slowdowns such as 2015, as global supplies of raw
and intermediate goods remain constrained relative to finished goods (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 – Inelastic Price Response to Higher Commodity Prices as China Induced Supply
Chain Bottlenecks Have Contributed to Shortages Across Raw and Intermediate Goods

China’s equity markets experienced a relief rally towards the end of the month as the Communist Party’s
Politburo, led by Chairman Xi, promised government stimulus in order to meet economic targets, even
though the enforcement of Zero COVID lockdowns would likely counteract such stimulus efforts. Chairman
Xi also appeared to soften his stance on private sector regulations, “telling the Politburo meeting that the
healthy development of private capital should be encouraged.” Such relief can’t come soon enough as
China’s sales outlook continues to worsen (Figure 5).

Figure 5 – China’s Sales Outlook Worsens
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China’s COVID lockdowns have gummed up market sentiment already reeling from global inflationary
pressures, the Russia/Ukraine conflict (contributing to the former), and tightening central bank policies
trying to stay ahead of the inflation curve even as central banks are thrown one supply-side shock after
another (akin to what happened during the 1970s).

Central Bank Policy – The Other Market Risk
And apart from the macro risks posed by China, central bank monetary policy remains the primary risk to
the market narrative as it has throughout the year. Despite a relief rally following the March meeting where
the Fed raised rates for the first time since the onset of the pandemic, both equity and bond market
volatility have reacted negatively to hawkish Fed posturing even as the market is increasingly concerned
that the Fed remains behind the inflation curve. Based on Fed Futures pricing (Figure 6), the Fed is
expected to raise its benchmark overnight rate 9-10 times over the next year, from 0.25% following the
March meeting to 2.50-2.75%.

Figure 6 – The Fed is Expected to Raise Its Benchmark Rate 9-10 Times Over the Next Year

Source: Bloomberg WIRP

The Fed believes that it can still engineer a “slow landing” by raising rates to a “neutral level” which would
help keep long-term inflation expectations “well-anchored” while slowing, but not contracting, economic
growth, primarily through diminished demand as a result of higher borrowing costs (via tighter financial
conditions – Figure 7). The Fed aims to “front-load” its rate hikes over the next 2-3 meetings (May, June,
July) via 0.50% rate hikes followed by smaller rate hikes over the course of the 2nd half of 2022. The Fed
also signaled that it seeks to shrink its $9 trillion balance sheet of Treasury and Mortgage-Backed
Securities, starting in May, and is aiming for a run-off pace of $95 billion a month that would likely entail
outright sales as opposed to maturity run-offs (especially high loan balance MBS).
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Figure 7 – Financial Conditions Have Already Tightened Even Though the Fed Has Only
Started Its Rate Hike Campaign

The Fed is expected to lead balance sheet contraction with most central banks expected to follow suite
(Figure 8). The exception is Japan (more on that below).

Figure 8 – The Fed Is Expected to Lead Other Central Banks on Balance Sheet Reductions

Borrowing costs for private borrowers are also rising, both on an absolute basis as well as relative to U.S.
Treasury rates. Corporate credit spreads for riskier borrowers (Figure 9) have widened following the prior
quarter-end relief rally as investors begin to price in rising default risk resulting from tightened central bank
policies.
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Figure 9 – Borrowing Costs for the Riskiest Corporate Borrowers Rise Over Prospects of
Tighter Fed Policy and an Economic Slowdown

Homebuyers and homeowners are also facing higher borrowing costs as the benchmark 30-year
conventional mortgage rate has exceeded 5%, above most of the mortgages taken out over the last
several years. Based on lower housing affordability (a.k.a. home price appreciation) and higher mortgage
borrowing rates, the proportion of household income taken up by the monthly mortgage payment has risen
to 25% - the highest proportion since the 2008 Great Financial Crisis (Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Lower Affordability and Rising Mortgage Interest Costs Result Have Increased
the Proportion of Household Income Devoted to Mortgage Payments to Levels Not Seen
Since the 2008 Financial Crisis
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The tightening in financial conditions has begun and it remains to be seen whether the rise in relative
borrowing costs will follow prior episodes of Fed tightening (Figure 11). If so, then credit market tightening
appears to be just in the early stages.

Figure 11 – Based on Prior Tightening Episodes, the Relative Rise in Corporate Borrowing
Costs May Have Only Just Begun

Despite the early onset of financial tightening, the bond market is concerned that long-run inflation
expectations are not “well anchored” per Vice-Chair Lael Brainard as TIPS breakeven pricing has risen
over the intermediate term and that the Fed will be forced to raise rates beyond the neutral level that would
invariably push the U.S. economy into recession. The risk of ‘Stagflation’ is becoming further entrenched
as long-run inflation expectations (5-Year/5-Year Forward Breakeven Rates between TIPs vs Nominal
Treasury Yields) remain elevated while the 2-10 Year Term Structure remains flat, although no longer
inverted (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Bond Market on Stagflation Alert as Long-Term Inflation Expectations Remain
Elevated While Term Structure Has Flattened
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Unfortunately, as what happened during the 1970s, the Fed faces a series of adverse supply shocks
(China, Russia/Ukraine, a longshoreman strike across west coast ports) as it tries to navigate towards a
neutral rate that keeps Fed policy ahead of inflation. Neutral may mean rates much higher a year from
now as headline CPI is threatening to reach 3-4% over the next several years.
And this leads us to Japan where the Japanese Yen depreciated substantially as the Bank of Japan
surprised the currency markets by moving in the opposite of global central bank tightening (the euro also
depreciated against the U.S. dollar even though the European Central Bank is expected to eventually
tighten policy – just further down the road). April saw significant U.S. dollar appreciation (Figure 13),
especially against the Japanese Yen and the Euro (Figure 14). However, unlike prior episodes that saw
sudden U.S. dollar appreciation, this latest episode doesn’t appear to be due to funding or liquidity issues
from overseas borrowers but more due to diverging central bank policies.

Figure 13 – Bond Market on Stagflation Alert as Long-Term Inflation Expectations Remain
Elevated While Term Structure Has Flattened

Figure 14 – Both the Yen and the Euro Weakened Versus the U.S. Dollar – A Reflection of
Diverging Monetary Policy Paths
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The Bank of Japan is maintaining quantitative easing and imposing yield curve control measures by
targeting a fixed rate of 0.25% for its benchmark 10-year government bond. The release valve was both a
depreciation in the Japanese yen as well as a rise in U.S. Treasury yields, as it is becoming apparent that
Japanese investors comprised a large source of demand that is now fading due to higher hedged
borrowing costs. Figure 15 displays the higher government bond yields for the U.S. and Germany which
widened versus Japan as a result of yield curve control.

Figure 15 – U.S. and Germany Government Bond Yields Diverge from Japan

The sell-off in the yen risks turning into broader currency contagion with other currencies also depreciating,
notably China, Korea, and broader southeast Asia (a so-called race-to-the-bottom with memories of the
1997 Asian Currency Crisis). Such currency volatility runs the risk of spilling over into cross-asset volatility,
which some have suggested as causing the selling cascade across global equity markets in April.

U.S. Corporate Earnings the One Bright Spot?
Equity market sentiment will likely face a tug-of-war between the deteriorating macro backdrop (inflation,
Russia/Ukraine, China COVID lockdowns) and U.S. earnings prospects as sellside analysts continue to
raise their forecasts for earnings growth throughout 2022 (Factset Earnings Insight 4/29/2022). Despite
difficult year-over-year comps, 1Q2022 earnings season (55% of S&P companies reporting so far) has
largely come in better than expected with 80% of companies reporting an earnings surprise versus
expectations (led by Industrial and Consumer Staple Companies).
The year-over-year blended growth rate is tracking 7.1% driven by strong growth across Information
Technology, Financials, Communication Services, and Health Care. Consumer Discretionary saw the
most weakness – a concern that consumer companies represent an early warning from the onset of higher
inflation and lower sales. Indeed, earnings estimate revisions for consumer services (i.e. hotels, airlines,
travel, leisure) have risen while earnings estimates for durables (i.e. appliances, housing) have dropped.
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Factset also noted that “74% of S&P 500 companies cited ‘inflation’ and 74% of S&P 500 companies cited
‘supply chain’ on their earnings calls from December 15 to March 14” and that “These were the highest
percentages of S&P 500 companies citing ‘inflation’ and ‘supply chain’ on earnings calls going back to at
least 2010.” Overall, analysts are still projecting double digit earnings growth of 10.5% (9.8% revenue
growth) for CY2022 with much of that growth back-end loaded in the fourth quarter; however, these
estimates are coming down as more companies provide lower forward guidance.

The Long-Term Threat of Shortages in Commodities – The Elephant That Few Wish to
Acknowledge
Commodity prices pulled back from their intra-month highs as investors started to price in the impact of
slowing Chinese demand as a consequence of COVID lockdowns. However, industrial metals and oil
prices remain at elevated levels (Figure 16), reflecting more the tightening supply dynamics with
inventories of key industrial commodities sitting at 5-year low levels.

Figure 16 – Industrial Metals and Oil Prices Pull Back But Remain at Elevated Levels

Finally, the supply outlook for commodities continues to deteriorate with Bloomberg being the latest media
outlet to report the dwindling fertilizer applications for the upcoming planting season due to high prices
(fertilizer up 70% so far this year) and limited supply. Bloomberg warns that a 20% cut in Brazil’s potash
use could result in a 14% drop in soybean yields. Fertilizer is in short supply due to the rising costs of its
key components – nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, much of which is sourced from natural
gas/ammonia coming out of Russia/Ukraine. The cutback in food production could result in “very severe
shortage of food in certain areas of the world.” Compounding these woes are adverse weather conditions
across the U.S. Midwest that threaten to delay the upcoming plant season.
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April 2022 Market Review
After having rallied at the end of March, global stocks weakened in April and have reached ‘correction’
territory YTD 2022. Renewed COVID lockdowns across key Chinese port cities, notably Shanghai, and
heightened prospects of central bank tightening drove much of the sell-off despite a decent 1Q2022
earnings reporting season by U.S. companies. In April, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) dropped
8.0% as global equity investors found few safe havens to shield them from the market downdraft.
Across major regions (Figure 17), MSCI Asia ex-Japan and Emerging Markets outperformed the other
major regions in April, both returning -5.3% and -5.6%, respectively, followed by MSCI Europe (-5.8%), the
U.S. (S&P 500 -8.7%), and MSCI Japan (down -8.8%). Japan underperformed due to a combination of
slower export prospects (particularly across key Asian markets such as China) and a sharp sell-off in the
Japanese yen as the Bank of Japan reaffirmed its commitment to quantitative easing despite inflationary
pressures.

Figure 17 – Asia-ex Japan and Emerging Markets Outperformed Major Regions in April

Within the U.S., U.S. smalls caps outperformed large caps, while value stocks (primarily driven by energy
and materials) outperformed growth stocks, as the latter suffered from earnings disappointments from key
tech bellwethers. The S&P 600 Index dropped 7.8% versus the -8.7% for the S&P 500. S&P Pure Value
outperformed Pure Growth, returning -4.6% versus -13.5%, respectively (Figure 18).
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Figure 18 – Small Caps Outperform Large Caps and Value Outperforms Growth

April saw a flight to defensive sectors over cyclicals although only Consumer Staples ended up positive for
the month across major sectors (Figure 19). The U.S. equity market was led by a combination of
commodity cyclicals (Energy and Materials) and defensive sectors (Consumer Staples, Real Estate,
Utilities, Healthcare) while Financials and Growth Sectors (Technology, Consumer Discretionary, Comm
Services) lagged.

Figure 19 – Defensive and Commodity Sectors Outperformed Financials and Growth
Sectors

Among risk factors (Figure 20), High Dividend, Value, and Minimum Volatility Factors outperformed all
other risk factors while High Quality and Momentum lagged, as the latter two factors largely captured this
month’s underperformance of growth stocks.
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Figure 20 – High Dividend, Value, and Minimum Volatility Outperformed High Quality and
Momentum

Investment grade fixed income suffered from a rise in interest rates and wider spreads (higher borrowing
costs relative to government debt) for both corporate debt and mortgage-backed securities (MBS). At one
point during the month, the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield reached 3% before pulling back, having settled at
2.94% at the end of April. The Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index dropped 3.8% for the
month (Figure 21). Non-U.S. bonds performed worst due to U.S. dollar strength as the Global Aggregate
ex US Index returned -6.8%.
U.S. high yield marginally outperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads
widened (the lower interest rate sensitivity helped offset the rise in credit costs). The Bloomberg / Barclays
US High Yield Index returned -3.6%, slightly outperforming investment grade fixed income, while
Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local Currency dropped 6.3% as investors pared back
emerging market debt exposure in the face of a strengthening U.S. dollar and the ongoing Russia/Ukraine
conflict.

Figure 21 – Fixed Income Suffered Due to Rising Interest Rates and Widening Credit
Spreads
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Within equity alternatives (Figure 22), S&P GSCI Commodities Index returned 5.1% as oil prices remain
elevated near $100/barrel even though April saw a pullback in industrial metal prices. It is notable that
commodities performed well in April despite the COVID lockdowns across China, which led to a slowdown
in commercial activity and in global shipping delays. The S&P GSCI Precious Metals dropped 2.7% as gold
prices pulled back in the face of central bank tightening. The Dow Jones REITs Index returned -3.7%,
outperforming the broader U.S. equity market.

Figure 22 – Commodities Outperformed Risk Assets but Real Estate and Precious Metals
Also Held Up
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The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of
the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any
investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or
complete. This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in
any investment vehicles or securities. This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or an offering of
any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios. This article and the information contained herein is
intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation
with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting with a financial
advisor.
3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 3D/L
is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information contained therein.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital
Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The
opinions offered above are as of May 3, 2022 and are subject to change as influencing factors change.
More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860)
291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com.
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